INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Asthma is a widespread disease with over 23 million diagnosed cases in The United States.([@R1]) Inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) are the most commonly prescribed and effective controller medication([@R2]); however, there is growing evidence for inter-individual variability of response to such treatments.([@R3]) Recent studies have identified genetic variants that impact the efficacy of treatments for asthma.([@R4]--[@R5]) These suggest the potential to provide personalized treatment plans for individual patients by determining which treatments will be most efficacious through genetic tests. Accordingly, a test for the effectiveness of this medication would be of great use and have widespread applicability. However, such tests have proven difficult to develop.

Two SNPs have demonstrated association with ICS response in asthma patients, rs1876828 in the corticotrophin releasing hormone receptor 1 (*CRHR1*) gene, and rs37973 in the glucocorticoid induced transcript 1 (*GLCCI1*) gene. The SNP rs1876828 minor allele (A, 22% frequency in Caucasians) has been associated with increased FEV1 following corticosteroid therapy in Caucasian asthmatics (homozygous minor had FEV1 change 23.7% +/− 9.75 vs. FEV1 change 5.14% +/− 1.31 for homozygous major individuals).([@R4]) This gene has also been implicated in steroid response to other disorders, including ICS response in chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder,([@R6]) glucocorticoid response in leukemia,([@R7]) and the regulation of neurotransmitters in the treatment of depression and anxiety.([@R8]) The SNP rs37973 has major allele A and minor allele G, with a minor allele frequency of 44% in Caucasian populations. In recent work,([@R5]) the presence of the rs37973 minor allele has been associated with poor response to ICS therapy for asthma, where homozygous major individuals had FEV1 change 9.3% +/− 1.1% compared to homozygous minor FEV1 change of 3.2% +/− 1.6%, after adjustment for common covariates (age, sex, and height).

The objective of this study was to determine whether these two previously identified SNPs would together define a genetic test capable of predicting good and poor ICS responders both in the previously studied asthma cohorts and in an additional cohort.

METHODS {#S2}
=======

Outcome Measurement {#S3}
-------------------

Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) is a standard measure of lung function and recommended for aiding diagnosis of asthma severity.([@R9]) To measure response to steroid therapy, we studied the change in FEV1 from its first measurement prior to any ICS treatment (termed *baseline FEV1*), to its measurement after a course of ICS treatment of at least four weeks (*subsequent FEV1*). We report this as a percent of baseline FEV1: FEV1 Change = \[FEV1(baseline) − FEV1(subsequent)\] / FEV1(baseline). Recent work suggests this measure is a good candidate for pharmacogenetic study due to high intra-class correlation.([@R10]) However, previous studies also noted this measurement can be dependent on baseline FEV1.([@R11]) To account for the dependence on baseline FEV1, we adjusted FEV1 change using a linear model.

For most analysis herein, we gave attention to the tails of the adjusted FEV1 change distributions; considering only the highest and lowest quartiles. This omits average-case responders in an effort to better classify those patients that are either very good or very poor ICS therapy responders. This is a technique that has proven effective in gene expression([@R12]) and pharmacogenetic datasets.([@R13])

Subject Populations {#S4}
-------------------

To measure the effectiveness of ICS treatment on percent improvement of baseline FEV1, we studied four clinical trials of asthmatics who received ICS, with or without additional therapies. For building and defining the predictive model, we used the Salmeterol or Corticosteroids Study (SOCS)([@R14]) and the Salmeterol +/− Inhaled Corticosteroids (SLIC) trial.([@R15]) For replication we combined data from the Leukotriene Modifier Or Corticosteroid or Corticosteroid-Salmeterol (LOCCS) trial([@R16]) and the IMProving Asthma Control Trial (IMPACT)([@R17]). In each of the trials, patients received daily ICS treatment and measured FEV1 before and after treatment. These are two cohorts that have similar characteristics, shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

SOCS enrolled 164 subjects with moderate persistent asthma and provided 400 micrograms of inhaled triamcinolone for a six-week run-in period prior to randomization. SLIC enrolled 175 patients with moderate asthma who were unresponsive to ICS; these patients shared the six-week initial run-in phase of SOCS, receiving a similar dose of inhaled triamcinolone during this period. Combining SOCS and SLIC we have FEV1 measurements taken before and after receiving six weeks of ICS therapy on a total of 204 Caucasians.

LOCCS is similar to SOCS/SLIC in that it contains many patients with mild to moderately severe asthma given inhaled corticosteroid treatments for a four week run-in period. The LOCCS trial is designed to test the relative effectiveness of fluticasone (an inhaled corticosteroid), montelukast (a leukotriene inhibitor), and a combination of fluticasone/salmeterol (a long-acting beta-agonist). We obtained data from 185 of the patients in LOCCS who had FEV1 measurements at time points at least four weeks apart while receiving a daily or twice-daily inhaled corticosteroid dose.

IMPACT is designed with three arms, with 225 patients randomized to either receive budesonide (an inhaled corticosteroid), zafirlukast (a leukotriene inhibitor), or placebo. We used data from the Caucasian patients who received budesonide, and who had FEV1 measurements before and after at least six weeks of corticosteroid therapy (n = 39). To increase our dataset size, we combined the patients from both LOCCS and IMPACT into one dataset, where we have 215 Caucasians with mild-to-moderate asthma who received an inhaled corticosteroid and measured FEV1 before and after a period of treatment. We used this dataset for replication of our original result obtained in SOCS/SLIC.

The SNP rs37973 was genotyped using Taqman (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) in SOCS/SLIC and LOCCS, where the average completion rate exceeded 98%. The rs1876828 SNP was genotyped using Sequonom (Sequenom, San Diego, CA) in SOCS/SLIC (completion \> 96.8%) and LOCCS (completion \> 99.6%). In the IMPACT trial, genotype data was obtained from DbGaP (The database of Genotypes and Phenotypes, <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gap>), where results of Affymetrix 6.0 Array assays are available. Both SNPs are absent on this platform, and accordingly were imputed in IMPACT using the Markov Chain Haplotyping program (MaCH)([@R18]), based on 1000 Human Genomes Project([@R19]) data. We used maximum posterior genotype dosage, called to the nearest genotype, with both SNPs having high-confidence imputation (r2 = .901 for rs1876828 and r2 = .986 for rs37973).

Statistical Analysis {#S5}
--------------------

Using Bayes factors, we measured the association of a SNP with change in FEV1. A Bayes factor is a hypothesis test, which evaluates the ratio of the likelihood of the data considering an interaction to the likelihood of the data considering no interaction.([@R20]) We followed equations for Bayes factor formulae for both linear effects and categorical effects using a Gamma distribution prior with parameters (k = 0.5, theta = 2), as described by Sebastiani, Abad, and Ramoni.([@R21]) P-values for distributions of Bayes factors were computed using label permutation.([@R22])

Conditional Gaussian networks are a type of Bayesian network for combining discrete variables with continuous variables; where the continuous variables have Gaussian distributions that are conditioned on the values of the discrete variables.([@R23]) This is suitable for modeling the linear effect of minor allele dosing of SNPs on FEV1 change. We used the algorithm of Cowell([@R24]) to compute the probability of the class given the values of the SNPs for an unknown individual using a conditional Gaussian Bayesian network. To assess predictive accuracy of a model, we computed area underneath receiver-operator characteristic curve (AUC) convex hulls. We followed prescriptions of Lasko et al.([@R25]) and computed AUC confidence intervals by the asymptotic method.([@R26])

Computations were done in MATLAB (R2010a), with software written by the present authors.

RESULTS {#S6}
=======

After genotyping quality control and restricting attention to individuals of Caucasian heritage, SOCS/SLIC had 204 patients with FEV1 measurements who received ICS therapy, and LOCCS/IMPACT had 215. While baseline FEV1 varied from SOCS/SLIC (2.77L +/− 0.73) to LOCCS/IMPACT (2.86L +/− 0.76) significantly (p = 0.012), and subsequent FEV1 displayed a similar difference (2.823L +/− 0.76 vs. 3.06L +/− 0.78; p = 0.0016), the FEV1 change was not significantly different (7.32% +/− 20.2% vs. 8.23% +/− 12.2%; p = 0.57).

Many studies of ICS response, and lung function in general, that measured the FEV1 or FEV1 change in an individual noticed the dependence of FEV1 on certain covariates including height, age, gender, and the baseline FEV1 itself. In each of our datasets we found that height, age, and gender were unrelated to FEV1 change, while FEV1 change did exhibit a great dependence on baseline FEV1 ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). We thus adjusted for baseline FEV1 to avoid regression to the mean (regression coefficient = −.52). The distributions of adjusted FEV1 change stratified by rs37973 and rs1876828 genotype are depicted in [Figure 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (for SOCS/SLIC) and [Figure 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"} (for LOCCS/IMPACT).

The association between steroid response and these two SNPs has been investigated in some of these datasets before: in previous work SOCS/SLIC was used as a secondary replication dataset for rs37973 and LOCCS was used as a tertiary replication where in each case an association was observed that displayed nominal significance (p = 0.03) but would not have passed multiple testing corrections.([@R5]) Similarly, SOCS/SLIC was used as a replication dataset for association of CRHR1 SNPs, where rs1876828 displayed a significant association with steroid response.([@R4]) Neither SNP has been previously tested in the IMPACT dataset. Since the present investigation concerns prediction, not only association, we used the SOCS/SLIC dataset as our discovery (training) dataset and the LOCCS/IMPACT dataset for testing the model. Since the interaction of these two SNPs has not been investigated in any dataset or previous study, the LOCCS/IMPACT dataset represents an important replication of the interaction of these SNPs in a predictive model.

To guide our predictive model selection process, we computed a test of the interactions of the SNPs rs37973 and rs1876828 with baseline FEV1 change using Bayes Factors. This resulted in a significant categorical association of rs1876828 (p \< 0.008, permutation test) and a linear (additive) association of rs37973 approaching significance (p \< 0.051, permutation test) in the SOCS/SLIC dataset. We therefore assumed a model where rs37973 has a linear effect on the outcome and rs1876828 has a categorical effect. We combined these SNPs into a Bayesian network that can accommodate both linear and categorical effects, known as a Conditional Gaussian Bayesian Network. Bayesian networks are a modeling tool that have been used to predict outcomes in various diseases, including atherosclerosis([@R27]), stroke([@R28]), and bronchodilator response in asthmatics.([@R13])

We then considered the tails of the adjusted FEV1 change distribution, that is, individuals who were either very good or very poor responders to ICS therapy. This is a strategy that assumes whatever genetic effects may be causing a difference in FEV1 change in response to ICS therapy should be more apparent and easier to identify in the tails of the distribution. Accordingly, we considered only the extreme quartiles, as has been the case in previous studies in pharmacogenetics,([@R5], [@R13]) using individuals in the highest quartile as positive examples and individuals in the lowest quartile as negative examples for the conditional Gaussian Bayesian network. This results in a smaller effective dataset size (SOCS/SLIC = 103, LOCCS/IMPACT = 109), but one where sample size is traded for increased genetic effect sizes. We computed AUCs as a measure of predictive accuracy. AUC values range from 100% which indicates perfect prediction to 50% which indicates performance indistinguishable from random guessing. Using the conditional Gaussian Bayesian network trained on SOCS/SLIC, we obtained an AUC of 65.7% (95% confidence interval = \[54.9%, 76.4%\], nonparametric asymptotic method([@R26]); p = 0.039 vs. random, permutation method) in SOCS/SLIC ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and AUC of 65.9% (95% confidence interval = \[55.5%, 76.3%\], p = 0.025 vs. random) in LOCCS/IMPACT. The AUC aggregates different sensitivity-specificity tradeoffs for various parameter settings of the classifier. For example, using a predictive probability cutoff of 0.70, the SOCS/SLIC classifier achieves 56% sensitivity and 57% specificity; in LOCCS/IMPACT 51% sensitivity and 59% specificity.

The above constitutes a nominally predictive model of strong and weak inhaled corticosteroid-response in both the SOCS/SLIC cohort and in the LOCCS/IMPACT group, since both models perform significantly better than chance. Because this model integrates the two SNPs in a non-linear way, we give some additional insight into how the model works.

We found that there was a strong effect of rs37973 genotype with FEV1 change quartiles in LOCCS/IMPACT: each copy of the major allele conferred a larger chance of highest-quartile FEV1 change than lowest-quartile FEV1 change, relative to homozygotes of the minor allele (odds ratio 2.42, p = 0.0040, Cochran-Armitage test), a number in excess of that reported previously for this SNP (odds ratio 1.52).([@R5]) The same trend is also significant in SOCS/SLIC, although with a smaller effect-size (odds ratio 1.95, p = 0.029). No significant genotype effects were found for rs1867828.

With big effects for rs37973 genotypes, particularly in LOCCS/IMPACT, we tried predicting FEV1 change with just this one SNP. In this case we predicted reasonably in LOCCS/IMPACT, with AUC of 66% in adjusted FEV1 on highest and lowest quartiles (p = 0.026). Prediction was not significant on extreme quartiles of FEV1 (AUC 63%, p = 0.114) in SOCS/SLIC, indicating that this one-SNP prediction demonstrates less replicability than the two-SNP prediction model.

We noticed that rs1876828 modifies the effect of rs37973 in some genotypes. Specifically, among individuals heterozygous for rs1876828, rs37973 significantly segregated FEV1 change in SOCS/SLIC into highest and lowest quartiles (p = 0.032, exact test), shown in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. In prediction of SOCS/SLIC, rs37973 predicted FEV1 change extreme quartiles with 79.0% AUC (p = 0.027), given rs1876828 heterozygosity. The same trend was observed in LOCCS/IMPACT, but did not reach statistical significance (AUC 70%, p = 0.131). Considering only rs1876828 homozygotes increased the allelic odds ratios for the major allele of rs37973 in SOCS/SLIC for proclivity to highest-quartile FEV1 change vs. lowest-quartile FEV1 change (odds ratio 4.3, p = 0.029); and we observed a slight increase in LOCCS/IMPACT (odds ratio 3.0, p = 0.048; compared with unstratified allelic odds ratio in LOCCS/IMPACT of 2.4, discussed above).

While rs37973 showed a strong linear effect in LOCCS/IMPACT and a weaker effect in SOCS/SLIC, to build a model that robustly predicts FEV1 change across datasets, the additional effect modification of rs1876828 was needed. It is this effect modification that is embodied in the conditional Gaussian Bayesian network, and this effect modification that lead to the robust prediction of that model.

DISCUSSION {#S7}
==========

We found that two genetic variants can be combined into a predictive test that achieves reasonable accuracy and similar replicability. We found that the SNPs, rs37973 in GLCCI1 and rs1876828 in CRHR1, can distinguish individuals who are very good responders to ICS therapy from very poor responders with an accuracy of 65.7% AUC in SOCS/SLIC (p = 0.039) and of 65.9% AUC in LOCCS/IMPACT (p = 0.025). Furthermore, a two-SNP model had replicated accuracy above random in both datasets, while neither SNP alone achieved this (AUC 63%, p = 0.114 for rs37973; and AUC 54%, p \~= 0.9 for rs1876828), owing to the SNPs' nonlinear interaction.

Because activation of CRHR1 triggers the release of cortisol, it was theorized that decrease in function or expression of CRHR1 would therefore lead to diminished natural steroid levels, and thus patients in this category may exhibit an increased response to administered corticosteroids compared with wildtype patients.([@R4]) Such a simple arrangement was not observed in our present study.

However, it is worth noting that the SNP under investigation here, rs1876828, is in linkage disequilibrium with a major inversion polymorphism on chromosome 17, which measures 900kb and encompasses the entire CRHR1 gene.([@R29]) It has been argued that this inversion itself is the main driver of CRHR1 association with steroid response,([@R30]) although the exact mechanism of this is unknown.

The glucocorticoids induced transcript 1 (GLCCI1), located at chromosome 7p21.3, is comparatively unstudied. The GLCCI1 SNP rs37973 has recently been shown to be associated with steroid response in asthmatics.([@R5]) This study contained functional validation suggesting that rs37973 was an expression-SNP for GLCCI1, where the minor allele at rs37973 was associated with decreases of GLCCI1 expression.([@R5])

Previous predictive models in asthma include a Bayesian network of bronchodilator response (BDR) to beta-2 agonists.([@R13]) This study built a traditional (in contrast to a conditional Gaussian) Bayesian network of 15 SNPs chosen from a candidate gene study of the Childhood Asthma Management Program, which achieved an AUC of 75% in cross-validation. However, this has not so far been replicated in an independent population. There was also a logistic regression model of BDR that used 8 SNPs to predict poor responders in separate populations,([@R31]) however the parameters of the regression models were trained and tested on each population separately. In contrast, we built and trained the Bayesian network described herein on the SOCS/SLIC dataset and tested it on the LOCCS/IMPACT dataset, providing an independent validation of the model.

Other pharmacogenetic studies have focused not on prediction, but on quantifying the effect size of risk alleles, where there is great variability in genetic effect sizes for different pharmacophenotypes. Some genetic variants have been reported conferring increased irinotecan toxicity with odds ratios of \~28.([@R32]) A study reported a cytochrome P450, family 2, subfamily C, polypeptide 9 (CYP2C9) variant that conferred a 4.2 odds ratio of increased adverse events associated with warfarin treatment.([@R33]) Some variants of the CYP2C9 gene have been reported to effect incidence of side effects in patients taking clopidogrel with odds ratios \~1.5,([@R34]--[@R35]) although there has been a more recent report of a variant in the purinergic receptor P2Y, G-protein coupled, 12 (P2RY12) gene with a 4.0 odds ratio.([@R36]) Similarly, the solute carrier organic anion transporter family, member 1B1 (SLCO1B1) gene has variants reported to increase the risk of cardiomyopathy following statin treatment by 4.5.([@R37]) The odds ratios reported in the present study (2.4 and 4.3) are in the range of current warfarin, clopidogrel and statin results.

One potential limitation of our study is that it only predicted membership of high- and low-responders to ICS. In both our testing and training populations, we had (separately) taken the top and bottom quartiles and discarded the rest of the datapoints. While this is an accepted tactic in predictive modeling, it means that our test may not classify individuals with average or middle ICS response. Nevertheless, a test that discriminates very well between high and low responders would be of clinical use. Additionally, our results are dependent on the populations that were used to build the models; these were white adult asthma patients with mild or moderate asthma. The results may not generalize to children or other ethnic groups where the haplotypes and patterns of linkage disequilibrium mean that the rs1876828 SNP may not indicate who has the CRHR1 inversion (for example: a different CRHR1 SNP was implicated for ICS response in a Korean population).([@R6]) It may be that a dearth of homozygous individuals at rs1876828 leads to our unusual nonlinear effect observed in effect modification of rs37973 by rs1876828.

Our predictive model answers the question clinicians have long asked of gene-association studies: given these associated SNPs, what can be done with them? We have shown that even just two SNPs can be combined into a model that achieves predictive accuracy that is statistically better than chance on separate populations. Just as multiple gene pathways can influence asthma pathology, multiple markers of these genes can be combined into increasingly accurate predictors of that pathology, and future studies will undoubtedly combine many more SNPs in increasingly sophisticated models. Our study suggests that there is promise in using multiple SNPs to develop useful predictive tests.
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![Figure 1a shows summary distribution of FEV1 change per genotype in the SOCS/SLIC population (n = 204). Center mark on each box represents median value, boxes extend to upper and lower quartile boundaries. Outliers plotted as individual marks. Figure 1b shows summary distribution of FEV1 change per genotype in the LOCCS/IMPACT population (n = 215).](nihms370595f1){#F1}

![Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve shown for prediction of highest vs lowest quartile adjusted FEV1 change using Bayesian classifier. Area Under the Curve (AUC) is 65.7% in SOCS/SLIC and 65.9% in LOCCS/IMPACT. The 50% AUC line is shown for a random classifier.](nihms370595f2){#F2}

###### Data Summary for Populations Examined

Reported are total dataset size, gender percentage, mean age, mean height, and three mean measurements of FEV1: the baseline measurement, the subsequent measurement that is compared to the baseline, and then the percent change from baseline to subsequent measurement.

                                                              Dataset                               
  ----------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------
  Total (n)                                                   204                215                419
  Gender (% female)                                           63.2%              63.7%              63.5%
  Age (years)                                                 34.1 (+/− 11.9)    34.2 (+/− 14.7)    34.1 (+/− 14.4)
  [\*](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"} Height (in)                66.5 (+/− 4.02)    65.4 (+/− 4.48)    66.0 (+/− 4.29)
  [\*](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"} FEV1 baseline (Liters)     2.68 (+/− 0.73)    2.86 (+/− 0.78)    2.77 (+/− 0.76)
  [\*](#TFN1){ref-type="table-fn"} FEV1 subsequent (Liters)   2.82 (+/− 0.76)    3.06 (+/− 0.78)    2.95 (+/− 0.78)
  FEV1 change (%)                                             7.32% (+/− 20.2)   8.23% (+/− 12.2)   7.79% (+/− 16.5)

Indicates that the distributional difference between SOCS/SLIC and LOCCS/IMPACT is significant at p \< 0.05. Other p-values are nonsignificant (p \> 0.05).

###### P-Values for Tests of Correlation with FEV1 Change

We show p-values here for tests of correlation with FEV1 change in each of the datasets. Only baseline FEV1 is significantly correlated with FEV1 change.

                          Height   Age     Gender   Baseline FEV1
  ----------------------- -------- ------- -------- ---------------
  SOCS/SLIC               0.808    0.416   0.891    \< 0.001
  LOCCS/IMPACT            0.232    0.970   0.577    \< 0.001
  All datasets combined   0.276    0.576   0.836    \< 0.001

###### SOCS/SLIC Steroid Response Extreme Quartiles Stratified by Genotype

Distribution of high/low FEV1 change is shown according to genotype for both SNPs. P-values are shown for Fisher exact test. The distribution for rs1876828 heterzygotes is significantly skewed with the AA rs37973 genotype being associated with higher FEV1 change and the AG and GG genotypes associated with lower FEV1 change, but this is not observed in homozygotes.

  rs37973 Genotype   rs1876828 Homozygous Minor   rs1876828 Heterozygotes   rs1876828 Homozygous Major            
  ------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- --- ---- ----
  AA                 4                            2                         9                            2   11   9
  AG                 3                            3                         5                            9   15   17
  GG                 1                            1                         1                            2   3    6
  p-value (Fisher)   \~1                          0.032                     0.89                                  

###### LOCCS/IMPACT Steroid Response Extreme Quartiles Stratified by Genotype

Distribution of high/low FEV1 change is shown according to genotype. P-values are shown for Fisher exact test. As in SOCS/SLIC, homozygotic major rs37973 individual show greater steroid response, although this is not statistically significant.

  rs37973 Genotype   rs1876828 Homozygous Minor   rs1876828 Heterozygotes   rs1876828 Homozygous Major            
  ------------------ ---------------------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- --- ---- ----
  AA                 2                            0                         7                            3   14   7
  AG                 2                            3                         9                            7   16   22
  GG                 0                            0                         1                            5   4    7
  p-value (Fisher)   0.43                         0.12                      0.14                                  
